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CLASS CLASS CLASS CLASS ––––VIIIVIIIVIIIVIII        

        

SUBJECT :SUBJECT :SUBJECT :SUBJECT :----    EnglishEnglishEnglishEnglish    

1.  Draw a beautiful picture of Ravindranath Tagore and write his poem prescribed for you. 

2. Write  an application to the principle of your school for six days leave. 

3. Remember and write keywords of lessons -8 ,9 and 10 of English Reader. 

SUBJECT :SUBJECT :SUBJECT :SUBJECT :----    SSSSCIENCECIENCECIENCECIENCE    

1. Write and learn keywords of lesson sound. 

2. Do objective questions of  work sheets – 1,2,3 of ch-12. 

3. Draw and explain structure of Ear 

SUBJECT :SUBJECT :SUBJECT :SUBJECT :----    MATHSMATHSMATHSMATHS    

1.   Is 343 or 243 a perfect cube?  

2.   Find the cube root of 8000.  

3.   Find the cube root of 13824.  

4.   Is 292 a perfect cube? If not find the smallest natural number by which it must be multiplied so that 

the product is a perfect cube.  

5.   Show that 1728 is a perfect cube.  

6.   What is the number whose cube is 216?  

7.   Find the smallest number by which 68600 must be multiplied to get a perfect cube.  

8.   Which smallest natural number should divide 1188 so that the quotient is a perfect cube?  

9.   Is the cube of 4913 an odd number? Why?  

10.   Is the cube of 132651 an even number? Why?  

 
SUBJECT :SUBJECT :SUBJECT :SUBJECT :----    HINDIHINDIHINDIHINDI    

¼1½ ^dkepksj^ ikB ls 20 dfBu ‘kCnksa dks mlds ‘kCnkFkZ ds lkFk fy[ksaA 

¼2½ dkepksj ikB dk iz’uksRrj ;kn djsaA  

¼3½ ^dkepksj^ ikB ls lacaf/kr dksbZ fp= cuk,WaA 

SUBJECT :SUBJECT :SUBJECT :SUBJECT :----    S.STS.STS.STS.ST    

1. Define the word “State”? 

2. Do you believe that there is social justice in our country? If you feel yes then write in favour of this 

or if no then write in favour of this (at least ten lines)? 

3. What do you know about the scheduled caste and the schedule tribes. Mention the various 

programmes run by government of India. 

fo”k;%& laLd̀rfo”k;%& laLd̀rfo”k;%& laLd̀rfo”k;%& laLd̀r    

¼1½ ^ty okfguh^ ikB dk lkjka’k vius ‘kCnksa esa fy[ksaA 

¼2½ ckyd] Qy] yrk dk ‘kCn :i rFkk i<~] [kkn~] gl~ dk /kkrq :i yV~] yM-~] y`V] ydkj esa fy[kdj ;kn djsaA 

    


